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RICARDO, GUADALUPE COUNTY,
IS SCENE OF PECULIAR

BALKAF

STATES

ABE"' PREPARING

FGR

7ITH FEVERISH

Various Little Countries Are Chafing to do
Battle Against Turkey
THEY WISH TO SETTLE ALL OLD GRUDGES
The Porte, Too, Would Enjoy Getting Into a Wrangle so as to Find
ops
an Easy Way Out of the Present Unpleasantness With
Are Being Mobilized on Aii Sides and the First
Shots May Be Fired at Any Time Only Hope That
Trouble May Be Averted Lies in the Near
Approach of Winter
Italy-Tro-

.

frontiers the guards have been cut
London, Oct. 1. Everything,
ing to the dispatches from the disturo-e- ting each other's throats at every op
centers, seems npe for the long portunity.
Besides Servia's desire to annex
L
yvu.U UMWU "
east. The armies of the Balkan the V?anjak of Novipazar, Bulgaria,
states are preparing for war with fev- diplomats aver, wants a slice of
erish activity. .The mobilization order Macedonia; Greece wishes for Crete,
given out yesterday is being put into1 and ijilontenesro has designs bu
the four Balkan states have
with all speed, according to
s effect
said 'they would be satisfied with the
dispatches received here.
The various nations concerned ap- introduction .of reforms is Macedonia. Turkey has promised reforms
pear to believe that the longed-fo- r
moment has at last arrived when they but they have never materialized.
Russia As a Peace Maker.
will be called upon to march against
The
mbst urgent and categorical
Turkish
The
government,
Turkey.
diplomats assert, would lik,e to find representations in favor of the presan easy way out of the present war ervation of peace in the Balkans have
with Italy and thinks a war in the been made to Sofia by the Russian
Balkans would give the Ottoman gov foreign minister, Sergius Sazonoff.
The other members of the triple
ernment the outlet. The Balkan
France am. Great Britain, are
are
anxious
entente,
same
at
the
time,
states,
to get at their big neighbor while likewise using their good influences,
she is involved with one of the great while the members of the triple alliance, Germany, Austria and Italy,
powers.
There still remain but two points are just as determined to preveut the
In regard to which diplomats can con- outbreak of hostilities. The powers
tinue to maintain optimism. The tirst have again brought before the Porte
of these is the fact that winter is ap- in the most friendly manner the urproaching and will render active war gent necessity for th,e introduction of
operations difficult, while the second reforms in Macedonia.
The Greek minister here received a
is that the European powers are
have
warned
accord
and
today from the .Greek prein
telegram
working
the belligerent little states that, what- mier and war minister, Venezlos, statever might be the outcome of a war, ing that the Hellenic government had
sea
they would not be allowed to extend decided to mobilize its land and
with the other
concert
in
forces
in
to
as
so
borders
of
tale
their
any
states. The mobilization orders of the
a portion of Macedonia.
At present there appears to be no kingdoms go into force instantly and
reason why any of the European pow- men liable to serve must join the colers should become involved if war ors within 24 hours. The orders also
breaks out, although it is recognized apply to subjects living abroad.
Stock Market Is Affected
by the diplomats of every country
that it would take very little to draw The Balkan situation caused an unthem in, once the trouble is started.
steady opening in most sections of the
Austria, it is believed here, will be stock exchange here today and when
forced to mobilize a few of her army weak continental advices arrived with
corps in Bosnia so as to prevent Ser- numerous selling orders the market
vians from entering the Sanjak of became flat all around. Consols deSer-vistocks and
and
clined
foreign
Novipazar, which is a part of old
anxis
and which that country
South African gold mines dropped
ious to recapture. In fact, it is un- while,, American securities sagged
derstood, th,e possibility of securing from'aO cents to $1.50 below parity.
that addition to her territory is the in- Canadian Pacific aiyi Steel shares
ducement for Servia to join forces were the most affected by. continental
with her neighbors against Turkey.
selling.
With the Austrian army thus partly
Russian Hospital Corps Ready.
mobilized, Russia, it is argued, may
St. Petersburg, Oct. 1. An extenthink it necessary to do likewise, as
she particularly desires to prevent a sive hospital equipment has been preBulrepetition of the situation which oc- pared in Russia for service in
war.
of
event
the
in
and
Servia
curred during the preceding crisis, garia
when she was compelled, under the The mobilization department of the
threat of Germany, to change her Ba- Russian Red Cross society has made
lkan policy because of her unprepared-nes- all arrangements for the sending of
to protect Poland against the two field hospitals cf 200 beds each
and four ambulantory hospitals of 50
irmieb 6f Germany.
Turbeds
each with a full complement of
of
hatred
Besides their natural
and nurses to the front. The
their
to
extend
desire
surgeons
their
and
key
toterritory, all the Balkan stat,es, it is equipment is being loaded on cars
Tur- day as to be in immediate readiness.
with
have
out,
quarrels,
pointed
key arising out of the chronic disorClerks Join Servian Army.
der in Macedonia and Albania. There
Oct. 1. Troop
Servia,
Belgrade,
have been frequent outrages against
the subjects of the Balkan states on trains were leaving the capital all
Turkish territory and along; all the night long for Nish and other garrison
. I. V. V.

THE DEFENDANTS GAZE AT HIM
Montenegrin Army Getting Ready.
AS THOUGH THEY NEVER SAW
Vienna, Oct. 1. King; Nicholas of
HIM EEFORE
Montenegro, today ordered the general mobilization of the Montenegrin
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 1 The openarmy, according to a dispatch receiving today of the trial against the
ed here from Cettinje.
one
present or former officials of
labor unions, on the charge of comIs
Sultan
Consulted.
"dynamiting
Constantinople, Oct. 1. A decr3e plicity in the
ordering the general mobilization of conspiracy," attracted a raxge crowd
the Turkish army was submitted to- of spectators to the court room of
of the
day to the sultan for approval by the Judge Albert B. Anderson
council of ministers, according to a United States district court. Long before the opening of the court every
report current here.
available seat in the court room was
occupied and the corridor of the fedLAWYER GIBSON HELD eral' building was filled with people
who could not find space in the court
room.
TO THEGKAND JUBY During the
preliminaries to the
opening of the session general interMUST ANSWER CHARGE OF KILL- -' est centered in United States Senator
John W. Kern, chief counsel, for the
ING HIS CLIENT, MRS.
.

SZABO
New York, Oct. 1. Burton W. Gibson, an attorney of New York City,
was held for the grand jury today on
a charee of murdering
Mrs. Rosa
Mensc'nik Szabo, his client, who perished in Greenwood Lake last July.
The grand jury will meet next

GOVERNMENT WILL NOT
HELP

LIOYHIIE

CHOPS

TREASURY ANNOUNCES IT WILL
NOT DEPOSIT MONEY FOR
THAT PURPOSE.
Washington, Oct. 1. The treasury
will make no deposits this fall with
the national banks to facilitate the
movement of props. Assistant Secretary Bally, who returned today from
Dublin, N. H., where he conferred
with Secretary MacVeagh, made that
announcement.
H,e said there was
to
the necessity of
indicate
nothing

8

...

s

defendants and District Attorney
Charles W. Miller and his assistant,
Clarence Nichols, who represent the
government in this trial. Tbey were
on hand promptly, apparently prepared for the fray. The fifty-on- e
'Jn
lacing trial occypieu me places (i
signed to
They did. not seem
to be worried and, before the court
was formally opened, carried on an
animated chat among themselves. ,
The defendants are indicted undw
a federal statute forbidding the transportation of explosives on passenger
trains and are charged with having
been concerned in a nation-widplot
to destroy the property of contractors
employing
ironworkers, culin the Los
the
in
explosion
minating
Angeles Times building, which cost
21 lives.' In its report of February
6 last the grand jury indicted 54 men,
but of this number John J. and James
B. McNamara are In San Quentin
e

non-unio-

prison, California, and J. J. McCray, a
former member of the executive board
of the International Association of
Bridge and Structural Ironworkers,
has not been found by the federal au- (Contlnued

such deposits.
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Seamen Injured

and

Eiglif
near the Turkish frontier. Many
business houses in this city have been IIIA10AL PLEADS GUILTY DEFENDANT'S CCEER STCHY
compelled to close on account of their
been
ordered to FORMER ASSOCIATE OF THE M'- - MRS. CARLEY, ACCUSED SLAYER,
employes having
The street rail-- ,
join their regiments.
CHEST ON THE VALKE BU
SAYS MIND IS BLANK RENAMARAS READY TO
way service also has been suspended,!
GARDING MURDER
TESTIFY
as it is worked largely by army reservists. The owners of automobiles
throughout Servia have been ordered HE GETS A CKILLY
in Sea Maneuvers in Company with
IN DELICATE CONDITION The Vessel Was
STAEE
to surrender them immediately to the
of
Kind
lis
Time the Accident Otcured The
at
Ships
(he
military authorities.
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News, Hunters;
the Deer Season

on Page Four)

EXPENDED

jured Seamen and Cumers Are Taken on Board the
Hospital Boat Elame Has Not Been Fixed as Yet

SHE IS BELIEVED TO BE TEMPORARILY INSANE FROM
ILLNESS.

Upon Any Member of the Crew

Santa Rosa, N. M, Oct 1. Investigation now is beingi made by the
grand jury of the killing of George
Brusenham and the serious woundROOSEVELT MAKES HIS
ing of Miss Okay Zimmerman at
by a woman whose name is
Mrs. "Cf.rley. The shootirg occurred LAST SOUTHERN SPEECH
last Friday afternoon.
Judge David
J. Leahy was about to discharge the
ARgrand jury Saturday evening when THE COLONEL EXPECTS TO
IN
YORK
NEW
RIVE
news of the killing reached him and
he ordered that body to reconvene
on Monday morning.
Mrs. Carley is night operator, for
the railway at Ricardo tation. Her
husband is the station agent. When
interviewed after the shooting Mrs.
Carley appeared to' be In a highly
nervous condition. She stated that she
would make a statement for the press
but appeared to be in too excited a
mental state to do so. She is now in
jail In Santa Rosa.
When questioned later by officials
of the court Mrs. Carley told the story
of. thu- - killing.
Airs. Cm ieirsay Mls
Zimmerman is the postmistress at
and that Brusenham. the man
who was killed, was a small rancher
who was in the habit of selling mai- ons to passengers on the trains that
stopped at Ricardo. The accused woman stated that Brusenham and Miss
Zimmerman have been Intimate, living together for months at a time, although they were never married.
The trouble which ended in the killing of Brusenham and the probably
fatal wounding of Miss Zimmerman
was caused, Mrs. Carley stated, by
Carley's cow getting into Brusen-ham'- s
field. Brusenham had threatened to kill the animal several times. In
retaliation, Mr. Carley, a few days
before the tragedy, painted with yellow stripes some of the melons belonging to Brusenham as they were
lying at the station. This angered
o

(Continued
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on Page Five)

BINGHAM, UTAH,

AUTO DRIVER INJURED.
Milwaukee, Oct. 1. Bruce Brown,
the automobile racer, and his mechanician, Tony Scudelari, were Injured
very seriously, it is believed, in the
of Brown's Fiat car on
the Vanderbilt race cours,e here today.
brought, unconscious to a
by Senator Dixon. Senator Paynter Thpv wp
Relatives of both have
here.
took the statement
and announced hospital
that George W. Perkinn was shown been sent for. Both suffered factto have contribnted $15,000 to the ored skulls.
fsjew York campaign and $22,500 (to
the national campaign, and Frank A.
Munsey "about the same."
The statement filed by Hooker, covering the national expenses of tne
ALLEGED
Roosevelt primary campaign, showed
a total of $141,657.64 spent In the
fight preceding the Chicago convenThe greatest expenditure bs CHICAGO DETECTIVE RECOGNIZES
tion.
THE MAN WHO BEAT
the national organization was in
HIM
was
which
to
$52,000
Massachusetts,
spent for the primary fight. The
St. Louis, Oct. 1. Lieutenant BerHooker statement showed total receipts of $143,999.62 and total expend- nard Burns of the Chicago police
itures of $1 41,057.6 for all national force arrived here today with h's
primary campaign expenses up to wrist and ribs bandaged from injuri'js
received recently in a saloon where he
September 7, 1912.
bank
The expenses summarized In Mr, sought two alleged Canadian
identified
Hooker's statement were as follows: robberst,, a.nd
positiivoly
printing and advertising, $17,000; Frank West, known also as J. W.
salaries to employes, $4,000; telegraph Stacey and "Doc" Danzell, as the
and telephone, $1,000; traveling ex- man who beat him with a piano stool
when he attempted to make the arpenses, Including Roosevelt and
western trips, $17,000; postage rest.
"That's the man. He Is wearing the
and mailing, $3,000; national headquarters $1,577; "sent to Senator Dix- - same hat," said Burns when West
was brought out of his cell. West
suid he had never seen Burns before.
(Continued on Page Four)
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ACCORDING TO STATEMENT BEFORE SENATE COMMITTEE

'

Newport, R. I. Oct 1. Lieutenant
Donald P. Morrison
waa killed oni
eight men were injured today by the
explosion of the steam chest on the
torpedo boat destroyer Walke. Lieutenant Morrison entered the servicer
from Missouri in 1902. The Walke
was launched at the yard of the Fora

River Shipbuilding company at Quln-cMass., Uov ember 3, 1910. She Is
a sister vessel of the destroyers PerAsheviHe,, N. C. Oct. 1. Colonel kins and Sterrett and iias a displaceRoosevelt today entered North Caro- ment of 742 tons. Her complete crew
is 89 men.
lina, the last state in which he is to
The accident occurred oft Bren ton's
on
his
tour,
speak
Reef
lightship while the Walka was
which has extended over more than
quarterly;
10,000 miles. Tonight the colonel will preparing for her. second
trial.
speak at Raleigh, then he will return '
The seriously Injured were:
to New York, reaching there tomorRobert L. Montgomery of th
row afternoon.
night .e
destroyer
Fanning; E. B. Crawford,
where
for
to
leave
Washington
planB
he is scheduled to testify Friday be gunner's mate of the destroyer Pat- fore the senate committee investigat-tTi- j hereon; the umpires named to wattU
j the tests, and the follow ing members
campaign contributions.
The colonel was hoarse today, but oi uie Waikes crew: J. r. "Ka!TT!?r"
otherwise he suid he was feeUng "bul machinist's mate, first class; H. ;,.
Wilders, machinist s mate, first c;asu:
ly." He commented today that lie
had added another tune to the meager D. S. Kellys, chief machinist's mate;
list of those he says he is able to J. Pelaney, first class fireman; W E.
Kraus, oiler and F. IS. Conway, oiler.
recognize when he hears them. It is
The forwerd end of the port tur
"Onward, Christian Soldiers," which
he has heard at the progressive meet- bine, together with the steam, chest,
was blown off. The destroyers Perings everywhere on his trip. Until
kins, Sterrett and Mayrant Immediatetunes
he
the
said
he
only
recently
went to the assistance of the Walke
ly
recognized were "Star Spangled Banbut her starboard engine was In comner" and "Garry Owen."
mission and she steamed back lnto-thharbor, running alongside the hosAn
Adventure.
Has
Colonel
Solace. The wounded men
pital
Salisbury, N. C., Oct. 1 A Roose- were ship
transferred
and the Walke was
ended
at
velt meeting
Hickory today
to
tent
the
station for
torpedo
with a fight ;ii the crowd and Colonel
the
to
was
Roosevelt
obliged
give up
attempt to make a speech. It was not
the colonel's only adventure on his
trip across North Carolina. Earlier in EXPECTED
TROUBLE
the day he was locked out of his car,
thinly clad, and rode on the platform
in the sharp air of early morning for
UP
20 minutes before his plight was

$141,657.6

William Flinn of Pittsburg testified
Washington, Oct. 1. The financial
that
he had personally contributed 90
in
forces
operations of the Roosevelt
cent
of the money for Colonel
per
the
campaign this Roosevelt's
primary
campaign in
year and the finances of the progres- Pennsylvania. He gave $102,000 to the
sive party were the subjects up for fund, of which $28,000 was spent in
discussion when the senate contribu- Pittsburg.
Mr. Flinn declared he would protions committee resumed hearings toduce to the committee J. G, Slain, a
day.
William Flinn, the Pittsburg Roose- man who, without his authority, had
velt leader, and Elon H. Hooker, na- signed Flinh's name to a telegram to
tional treasurer of the progressive the Standard Oil company asking supparty, were under subpoena to appear port for a seat In the senate. This
It was expected was one of the telegrams produced
for examination.
also that C. C. Tegethoff, who yes- by Senator Penrose w.i,en he made his
terday placed in the record tho volum- sensational charges against Flinn.
Mr. Hooker appeared first and said
inous Roosevelt-Harrimacorrespondcounsel he had acted informally as national
ence, and Charles A.
for Mrs. Harriman, might be recalled treasurer of the Roosevelt organizato allow a cross examination by Sen- tion in the
campaign.
ator Pomerene, who yesterday asked He placed in evidence a statement of
for time to digest the mass of letters all receipts atpd expenditures In the
Roosevelt primary convention in New
before questioning the witnesses.
The statement showed
E. II. Hooker, treasurer of the pro- York City.
gressive party, today told the Clapp that $59,120.35 Had been contributed
committee
campaign and $52,600.52 spent in the primary
investigating,
funds that Charles R. Crsne of Chi- campaign In New York. The balance,
cago bad contributed $70,000 to Sena- $0,519.83 was turned over to the nator La Pollette's campaign fund and tional primary campaign fund.
Mr. Hooker also filed a statement
Wilson's fund
$70,000 to Governor
prior to the Baltimore convention, of receipts and expenditures of the
national primary campaign conducted
practically at the same time.
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SPITE OF THE
STRIKE

Biugham, Utah, Oct 1. The first of
the month found no change in the?
strike situation at Bingham. The
union officials are anxiously awaiting
news from other quarters. The re-liort that work was to begin at the
United States and Yampa mines has,
not been substantiated.
The names of 150 Japanese laborers
today were placed on the payroll of
the Utah Copper company. This action was taken to stop the axodus from
the camp of Japanese laborers. Yan-c- o
.Teraich, member of .the legislative
board of the Western Federation of
Miners, left for Salt Lake City this
morning, but local officials decline to
make known the purpose of his visit.
Reports are persistent that striko
breakers are being brought into camp
but those in position to knov emphatically deny such rumors.
.

Situation Better at Ely
'Ely, Nev., Oct 1. The labor situation is a little more hopeful this morning. At a public meeting at McGilt
last night attended by several hundred
miners and mill men the expression
against a strike was almost unanimous. The steam shovelmen'3 unioa
has a meeting scheduled for tonight
at which definite action is likely
taken. President Moyer of the
Federation refused to make a statement this morning.
to-b-
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TWO
graph makes a remarkable summary!
of what the history indui-iesthajt
commendation would lie in the hearty
approval of former Governor U Bradford Prince, the president of the New
Mexico Historical society. This sen-ti- e
and teamed dean of New Mexican
letters has devoted the mature years
of a long and honorable life toward
kindred research, and his sincere ap
preciation and approval of Mr. Read's
COMPL1-MENTwork gives it the immediate stamp
COS ANGELES
TIMES
The present archbishof high value.
SANTA FE MAN'S
Fe
has likewise been
of
Santa
PRODUCTION
op
pleased to comment with favor upon
A book which costs $10 the copy the sober judgment and good con
may either protect the author from science of the work and to speak of
the public or the public from the au it as a splendid monument more dur
thor, and no book should be published able than granite shafts. H is very
for either purpose, says the Loa Andel-e- evident, therefore, that the new state
Times. A history above all print is fortunate to begin Its fresh era
ed works la of the people, for the with such a work as the- foundation
to achieve
is
record
it
fair
of
the
yet
be
to
the
to
and
people,
given
ought
It Is lamentable, therefore, While space could not permit more
people.
that' a book of authority and charm than a general comment on a work
should be limited to an edition of 500 of this character, extending over 800
copies and sold at an extravagant delightful pages, we cannot refrain
Such is the case with the re from expressing our appreciation of

00

D WORDS FOR

S

s

price.
markable "History of New Mexico,1
written by Benjamin M. Read in the
Spanish, translated into English, un
der the direction of the author by
Eleuterio Baca of Las Vegas and
printed by the New Mexican Printing
company of Santa Fe. It, will be noted that the writer would appear to,
be Spanish with an English name,
while the man who gives na the delightful English translation is himself
of Spanish extraction. Mr. Read had
exceptional qualifications for his difficult, yet pleasant, task in becoming
the historian of New Mexico, and the
result of his years of research under
the rare advantages he possessed Is
the production of a Tolume of so much
worth that the demand for a large
and cheap edition must certainly be
answered in the near future. While
it might be regarded as too difficult
for younger school children, it is undoubtedly of a character to makei it
at once romantic and a profoundly
k
instructive
for high school
and normal school students in that
state.
It is likely that no one of the United States offers so much of fact and
speculation for historical material as
New Mexico with Its rich mythological hypothesis, its intimate relation
to the early conquests, its close link
to the discovery of the western hemisphere and its boast of a capital
which is indusputably the second oldest city in America. By reason of
its fust language and first religion
the earlier records of the state naturally were sacredly guarded Xty the
'c.iiuiVih"irT5!u5rBT'Of.tEese, as" tar as
they exist, Mr. Read had access as
preceptor cf the college of the Chris-tioBrothers of Santa Fe as long
ago as 187G. Bringing to bear upon
his long years of study a great love
for his task, as well as a keen and refreshing frankness and apreciatiori,
truth, the author added to his natural
qualifications a complete knowledge
of all other efforts to enshrine the
interesting history of his state in
words. His work' therefore, bears the
stamp of that authority which, lies in
truth.
If it needed any further recommendation than its opening salutation,
wherein the author in a single para
text-boo-

'

the illuminating and delightful chapters on the Aztecs and their empire,
as well as the origin and civilization
of other indigenous races.

BASEBALL

NOTES

f

f

Holding the Athletics to three hits
in a recent game shows that Ed Walsh
Is still there with the puzzling slants.
Springfield won the pennant and al
so established a new record for games
won in a season In the
"Kid" Elberfeld, who succeeds Billy
Smith as manager of the Chattanooga
team, has started to hustle for play
ers for next year's Lookouts,
The Cincinnati Reds played great
Three-Meagu-

ball during their last eastern trip, producing the same high class work they
showed early In the season.
President McAleer of the Boston
American league champions, was a
member of tjie Cleveland team which
won the Temple cup series in 1895.
Joe Tinker, of th Chicago Cubs,
says that Rube Marquardhas lost the
jump on his fall ball. Rube berter
find it before he faces the Red Sox.
Outfielder Max Carey, of the Pittsburgh team, will return to a theological school at the close of the season. Eventually he is to become a
Lutheran minister.
Miguel Gonzales, the Boston Braves'
new catcher is a Cuban and doesn't
speak English. "Hub" Perdue is an
American and doesn't speak Spanish,
which makes the Braves standing .500
in the language league.
-

n
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RACE

TO flOSE!iWALOS

CHANGED

to see the ben.tititu.1 new

MANY

INDIANAPOLIS
AL
BOOSTERS
READY PREPARING FOR DECORATION DAY

Roy, N. M Oct. 1. The second annual Roy district fair will open its
doors In the Tyler building Thursday
morning and continue for three days.
The officers of the association have
spared neither time Dor money in
making, this one. of the best district
fairs in New Mexico.
Already the number of exhibits be
ing offered far exceed those of last
year, and the increased number of
rings will make the entries double
that of last year.
The premiums offered are good and
the special premiums which will be
announced in a supplement issue Mon
day are excellent. A number of new
rings will also be added in the sup

Oct. 1. diaries W.
Indianapolis,
Sedwick, director of events at the In
dianapolis Motor Speedway, announc
es that the regular annual
race will be staged at the Hoosier
course, Friday, May 30, 1913.
Changes have, been made In the
rules governing this event A maxi
mum piston displacement of 430 cu
bic inches will be imposed as against
600 cubic inches last year, and the'
minimum weight will be reduced
to
1,600 pounds.
The entries will be opend Janu
ary 1, 1913, and closed May 1.
The field wilt be restricted to 30

ATTRACINTERESTING
TIONS HAVE BEEN PREPARED.

"WOOLTEX AKD AiPEiNTZESS"
SUITS AKD COATS
I

J

I

Mlt'7

500-mi- le

They are exda&he ia sfjle a&d

juam Bleed la

sr

AND WHILE WE ARE 1HER.E

ces

we intend txtp&lyizg out
is dtDef.ics, btc&u&e lteir
excellent variety of patterns tued V.yles caa net be ct:;i-cate- d

in the city

rtict

their prices are lower aad

is gnaraBieed as represented.
1

-
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Note These REGULAR ' rices
then compare them with SPECIAL price elbewoere

cars.
The entry fee will be $300.
To qualify a car must make, in the
plement.
Among the special premiums will elimination trials, a minimum speed
be offered some very valuable arti of 75 miles per hour for one lap of
cles. For the best culinary exhibit, 2
nilles.
The order of start will be determinincludings rings 1 to 17, but not en
tries of these rings, a handsome din ed by paragraph No. 122 of the A. A.
ner set Is offered. For the best Indi A contest rues, which, provides that
vidual agricultural float In the parade the order of start shall be decided by
Friday a $15 ensilage and feed cutter lot at least three days prior to the
is offered. For the best individual race, and that drawings shall take
agricultural exhibit another beautiful place in the order of entry. When two
dinner set will be given as a premium. or more cars of the same make fall
For the best loaf of bread baked of together In the drawing, one or more
Dictator flour they offer a special of them shall be moved down one
premium of $3 cash. For the best place until separated by another make
exhibit an $8 combi- of car.
On the day following the
nation, garden tool is offered.
Many other premiums will also be race, it Is said that other events will
given which will be announced In the be held probably the Wheeler-Scheb-lsupplement.
trophy, the Preeto-Llt- e
trophy,
The parade will be given on Friday or the Romy Brassard. Definite plans
at 1 o'clock. All school "children on have not been consummated.
the mesa will be expected to march
An effort will be made to enlist the
in the parade.
famous European drivers, Manager
Ball games each day. Races on Sdwick. having planned a trip abroad
Friday and Saturday. Special pro for this purpose.
gram at Odd Fellows hall on 'Friday
night. Dance Thursday and Saturday
nights.
AGRICULTURAL
Don't forget this will be one of the
best fairs In New Mexico and every
person on the mesa should attend GOING k GREAT
each day of the fair and help make
It a great success.

'

Not For Today, or Tomorrow, But For EVERY Day
Amosleag Apron Gingham, fast colors and
good patterns, sold everywhere at 8
our price
7c
1921 Outing- Flannel, all new patterns,
10c
usually sells at 12jc, our price
All Standard Calicoes, all colors, good pat- terns, the usual 7c grade, our price.
6c
Serpentine Crepe, new patterns and fast
colors, per yard
15c
The best Galatea Cloth, all colors...
15c
Red Seal Zephyr Gingham, newest patterns
i2c
32 inch "Renfrew'' Dress Gingham' 1912
styles
i5c
Lonsdale and Fruit of the Loom Muslin. 10c

......

500-mi-

inch Hadley Sieeiirf, rsbleatted -- lie
'2'J- Bleached beet:rg. per yard.
- 1 Eleached
22C
Sheeibg, per yard.
10- - 4 Eleached
,24c
Sheeting, per yard
5c
Peerless
Ultra
fell
Piss,
Paper
Paper Pins, tolid heads, needle pvtte- 2c

'

c

semi-irrigate- d

36

;

8-

-4

9(

j

--

c-

200 yard Spool Cotton, per s pocL.
j

10-- 4
11-- 4
i

r

tan

il

-

f

7

B aster

merowca 6 urn

Established

rji

2x

Cotton Blanket, wb:le, grey ift&ri5c
Cotton Blanket, extra btary, grt-- or

7

For Boys

2

-

Buster Brown
Shoes

2c

Men's Fast Elack Sox. good qnsli'.f,
or 3 for
..- -

Sbw
For Glrii,

1S62

HUGE
TOK

THE STATE

v

SCHOOL IS

7v1uch for
plishing
-

CAPITAL PAID IN

ACCOM- -

new

SURPLUS

tioo.ooo.oo

Mexico

CEOSS OR FEVERISH

Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 1. The New
Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, the largest institution
of learning in New Mexico is located
MEAN
THEIR
BOWELS ' ARE on the eastern border of the great
Mesilla valley about two miles south
LIVER
of Las Cruces. This Institution has
SLUGGISH AND STOM- been a very important factor in the
ACH SOUR.
development of the young men of
Your child isn't naturally cross, ir New Mexico, and each year a number
ritable and peevish, 'Mother' Examine of graduates, with technical and practhe tongue; if coated, it mear-- the tical education are added to the citilittle ones' stomach is diordored, '.iver zenship of this great state.
The history and expansion of the
inactive and its thirty
of towels
clogged with foul, decaying waste.
agricultural college is in keeping with
Every mother realize; after giving the spirit of the west The institudelicious "Syrup of Figs' that this is tion was founded by Professor Hiram
the ideal laxative and physic for chil Hadley in 1889. It was then called
dren. Nothing else regulates thj little Las Cruces college, and occupied a
one's tender stomach, liver and tow public school building in Las Cruces.
els so effectually, besides they deaily The following year the legislative aslove its delightful fig taste.
sembly of New Mexico passed an act
For constipated bowels, sluggish establishing the agricultural college.
liver, biliousness, or sour, disordered Today the Institution has a farm of
stomach, feverishness, diarrhoea, sore 180 acres, ten buildings, costing $100,-00a library containing 13,030 bound
throat, bad breath or to break a cold,
5,000 pamphlets and all the
f
volumes,
to
a teaspoonful of "Sy
give
rup of Figs," and in a few hours all current magazines, United States ex
the clogged up waste, sour bile, un periment station, private water "plant
digested food and constipated matter with over $100,000 in equipment, tn'8
will gently move on and out of the includes furniture, machinery, instrusystem without griping or nausea, ments, etc., and an annual income of
and you will surely have a well, hap- more than $100,000. From a little college with one building and practically
py and smiling child again shortly.
With Syrflp of Figs you are not no equipment, the Institution has
to first iplace in the new state.
drugging, your children,
being com- grown
are more than 40 members
There
posed entirely of luscious figs, senna
of the agricultural college faculty, and
and aromatics it cannot be harmful.
Full directions for children of all the course of study Includes every
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly print useful branch of education for young
people. In fact, the policy of this ined on the package.
Ask your druggist for the full name, stitution is to teach useful knowledge
women
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna," and to fit the young men and
enprepared by the California Fig Syrup who graduate from this college to
reaIn
ter
the
world,
every
day
places
Co. This is the delicious tasting, gen
uine old reliable. Refuse anything dy to cope with life as they shall find
'
it.
else offered.
In the agricultural college care Is

jy

CHILDREN

-

,

...

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

QJ V

President
nt

"

V

C

E- -

T. EokKes.

Cast

WJ6TE-CL0GGE-

Harvard and Pnnceton have met
five times since 1887, the Princeton
Tigers winning all five games.
The University of Vermont football
candidates are being coached by Earl
Pickering, the former Minnesota captain.
Pendleton, DeWitt, and
Captain
Baker will form a great hackfield for
the Princeton Tigers this season.
In all the years that Pennsylvania
and Cornell have met on the gridiron,
Cornell
has won only one single
game.
Alexander McKinlock, of Chicago,
who was captain at St. Mark's last
year, has joined the Harvard squad.
The progress of the Brown University eleven is being retarded because some of the veterans are
in their college marks.

d

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Les Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

forty-fourt-

h

,

taken that the student gets just the
education that will fit him for active
participation in the sterner life. Young
men are given thorough training in
ele' trk-aagricultural, mechanical,
and civil engineering, almost every
branch of mechanical trades, commer- fjnl and business education and young
women have an f.portunity to master
every branch of domestic science. The
business i1 marvwent of tli'e coilese
fits the yo'ins n ar, or yoinai wiv im
fj active imsiness pursuits and the
M e classes
cyp dilates f r :.
i" steno
graphy and typfwiitlne hav creditably filled iVfitlons In amc;t eve y
of the globe.
The board of regents of the college
l

.

with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

one-hal-

Harry Tuthill, trainer f the Detroit baseball team, will look after
Women Their Statements the football squad at jWest Point
Worth Reading.
this fall.
Jimmy Johnson, the star quarter"
I
for
suffered
N.C.
Asheville,
years back of the Carlisle Indian team nine
with female trouble while going through
the Change of Life. I tried a local phy- years ago, is assisting; Coach Glenn
sician for a couple of years without any Warner with Captain Thorpe's Elevsubstantial benefit. Finally after re- en.
's
"Ham" Fish, the old Harvard sta
peated suggestions to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound, I quit my and
tackle, is now in
physician and commenced using it with the political game in New York City,
y
the happiest results. I am today
a well woman and anxious to con- being chairman of the County Comtribute my mite towards inducing others mittee of Bull Moosers.
to try your great medicine, as I am fuily
persuaded that it will cure the ailments
When you have, a bad cold you want
from which I suffered if given a fair the best medicine obtainable so as to
chance.
cure it with as little delay as pos
"If you think this letter will contrib- sible. Here is a druggist's opinion:
ute anything towards further introducing "I have sold Chamberlain's Cough
your medicines to afflicted women who Remedy for fifteen years," says Enos
are passing through this trying period, Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and considit is with great pleasure I consent to its er it the best on the market." For
WOMAN SUFFRAGISTS MEET.
publication." Mrs. Julia A. Moore, sale by all dealers.
17 East St., Asheville, N. C.
Galesburg, 111., Oct. 1. Practically
W. A. Rimes, Rust on, La., writes:
section of the elate is represent
The Case of Mrs. Kirlin.
"Sometime a;;o I took Foley Kidney every
annual convenCircleville, Ohio. "I can truthfully Pills, and must confess the results ed in the
say that I never had anything do me so have been marvellous, for I feel like tion of the Illinois Equal Suffrage asmuch good during Change of Life as Ly- a new man. I suffered from kidney sociation, which
opened here today
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid for a session
over two days.
extending
I
bottle
a
me.
fixed
recommend
will
one
I
half
"Before had taken
ney. Pills
One
of
of
the
the opening
features
trouall
from
sufferers
of it I began to feel better, and I have them to
kidney
continued taking it My health is better ble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross day was the Introduction of the women, candidates for positions as trusthan it has been for several years. If Drug Co,
tees of the University of Illinois. Mrs.
all women would take it they would esIf you have young children you have Elvira Downey of Clinton, the presicape untold pain and misery at thin time
of life."-M- rs.
Alice Kirlin, 358 W. perhaps noticed that disorders of the dent of the association, presides over
stomach are their most common ail
Mill St., Circleville, Ohio. will find the sessions of the convention.
ment To correct this
The Change of Life is one of the most Chamberlain's Stomach you
and Liver
critical periods of a woman's existence. Tablets excellent.
They are easy and
WANTED Clean cotton rag. Optic
Atsuch timeswomen may rely upon Lydia pleasant to take, and mild and gentle
office.
Xj. Iinkham s Vegetable. Compound.
in effect. For sale by all dealers.

Interesting Experience of Two

OTOR

HIM

HALF-SIC- K

FOOTBALL

n

1,

Interest PaJd

i
are Hon. J.
Hon.

M.

O.

H.

Paxton,

president;

secretary-treasureLewellyn,
Hon. A. IT. Hudspeth, Mr.
Francis E. Lester, Mr. R. R. Larkin.
The officers of the faculty are
W, E. Garrison,
president; Luther
Foster, director of experiment station; J, O. Miller, register; Dr. J .R.
Macarthur dean of the college; Mrs.
Mary F. Winningham, dean of women. These are assisted 1y 40 men
and women of the very highest qualifications for their individual . work,
graduates of many of thel best institutions of learning in America,
The enrollment at the college this
year is very flattering and encouraging to those interested in the educational institutions of the state.
The purpose of the agricultural college in the words of the catalogue,'
are:
"The loading object Bhall
be, without excluding
other sciand classical studies and
entific,
to
military
including
tattles,
teach such branches of learning as
are related to agricultural and mechanic arts In order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes, in the pursuits and
professions of life." The college
gives courses In agriculture, horticulture, animal .husbandry, farm man
r;

President
Vice President
Treasurer

on De posts

agement, irrigation, trutk gardening,
mechanical engineering, carpentry,
blacksmithlug, wood turning, electrical engineering, civil engineering,
household economics, general science
preparatory course, stenography, business course, music, public speaking,

lush undart of scholarsyp is maintained.
Professor Iiiram Hadley
a wide
reputation as the pioneer educator
of the southweit He
tpect El years
of his Ufa &m a school master. He
founded the above college In 1SSS; was
etc.
the first president; later te held the
Some of the leading citizens of the chair of
history and ia cow a member
southwest are graduates of this insti- of the board of
regents.
tution Oscar C. Snow, 'S4, la owner
He lives la a beautiful home near
of ft 1,000 acre alfalfa farm, and pres- the
college.
ident of the First National Bank of
Las Cruces. Professor Fabian Garcia,
ABSINTHE UNDER THE BAN
1894, Is now head of the horticultural
Oct 5. The United
Washington,
department and an authority on fruit States
today joined the list of nations
growing. Professor Roy Larkin, edu- that
have placed a ban on absinthe
cator, located at Las Vegas, N. M.. on
the ground that it Is injurious to
Professor John D. Tinsley, agricultui
health. In conformity with an order
al expert for the Santa Fe railroad
issued last July by the board of food
in New Mexico; Charles D. Miller,
and drug Ins inset ion the
beverage is
state engineer of New Mexico, also
barred from the country frori this
many others who now hold prominent date.
The order prohibits Its in porta-tiopositions.
interstate shipnicit pr sale.
Tho institution's graduates have
held some of the highest positions in
GRAIN DEALERS MEET
other regions as well as New Mexico, i Norfolk, Va., Oct.
Tbe
annual
It has aimed to teach useful subjects convention
of the National Grain
ami has aparently given bo much ol! Dealers
association met here today for
this type of information to its gradu- a three
days' eessiou. In connexion
ates that they invariably succeed in with the
meeting the Chief Grain inlinos thoy enter after leaving college.
spectors' National association ia holdIt has many student activities and a ing its annual session.
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A
L'O BUY--BESlooaencHa, which mttiht tmd to
HARD ON HI
shaking of tha abbs. '.'Theru
tiHOriT ORDERS AN 0 REGULAR DINNERS
that's aa tight as Deacon Puityhut-tum'- s
TliSJ VKSr GOOD3 OBTAl NAT! LB AI.WAY8 HANDLED
puiise btrlngs. Now you null It
up and I'll have Itlram luku it. ulong
to town thlii afternoon."
"You're an angel," Mimdjr dcclineil
aa ah caught the Bmp'e
r
rupturoiiHly
Rom
Br
fSgurs in bur young arum and auueex-p- i
"I'll cut your drusa
It vigorously.
(CuiVrlf'. W"i W mwui.-- l.nvriir)' l'r... this very day while mother takes her
uOrtAoo
CHAPMAN UiOfcE NO t, A.
y
4
Looag no.
uadddil nap."
Mmxly Harrlaon Cftrefully
com- M
aNICHv
PYTHIAS Meeta
of
be callud
can't
that
like
. "UiiKKlng
with
crato
of
tha
egg
the bottom
Mrs. Morrla gaaport,
A
real
every Monday er
niuuteaXlon Brat and
aliped tha proper sijuara of "but hygienic,"
warmlns to tho
v'v
Ave.
uing In Castle flail
,
third Thursday la eeea
Cot Grand and Douglas
paiteboard over the padding, put the heart."they're mighty
,
and
mechanically
in
filler
Visiting Knights are
M.
place,
egg
N.
?ast Las
On the following Saturday Mandy
llr
dropped the great croamy-HholhiInv1t4
lnviiod
a
hor
cordially
for
check
v cordis
received on astounding
ADVCH- RATES FOR CLASSIFIfO
Into their compartineiitH, carefully
B.
t'ha
Uetac
:
R.
of explana-tlonB.
lottor
W.
brief
U.l
and
O.
a
In
Mr:ay.
ISetmen,
not
those
clean, Imported
TISEMENTS
ulei. Chaoeeiloi
" ,
Kholl shape, and tbose that were arnall.
'
Five cents per Una aaon Insertion, Stioretajry.
oiKiiiHiider.
Madum
Harr
"Dcitr
"Two dozen unavailable!" ehe alghed
Eallmate alx ordinary word a to a line.
"Your eggs are of such fancy QualMania,
Keerr
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
a
he dropped 'the luai perfect egg in
1 have
No ad to occupy lasa apace than two LAS VEOAt COMMANDERY, NO. ,
eloaed thorn out to special
"ecorda and Seal.
place. "Two dozen not fit to bppj, ana ity
for
M K'EHL, Propktor
contracted
have
KNiaHTt TEMFLAB Iteg- and
lines. All
cloven
ciiatotners,
advertle menta charged
and
dozen
jixtm, aeventen
Guarantee
Mr, Calllnr DowuoYou'ra not M will ha booked at apace
''"ular 60o1t
Tw
that are." She pauaed thougmiuiiy. all you can send Inasfuture.
416 Grand Ave
actually aat,
B. P. O. ELKS
the eggs thorn- - all economical.
Meets, second aid .
at
euwtlt
eavit
lit
"It'll take two or three days to got a price as fancy
without
dsiy
number
to
of
words.
regard
'
Mrs, Calllor Downe If you don'l
Henx eelvi'ft, etc,"
Phone Maio 447
fourth
IJ
evening of eaca
C.
m.
Tuesday
7:80
snough to finish filling the
p.
aoulo Temple at
Twelve
woman economical who savei Caen In advance preferred.
check.
a
the
call
at
to
want
ali
gazed
Mandy
o
on
Ninth
street
Kllis
Homo
now,
month
Re
aren't laying
good
toucher. 8. C; Cha. Taawne,
Why, that's forty cents a her wedding gown for a second mar.Battery Charging Station
apt or hava chickena, and I'm owing dollars!
avenue,
and
broth,
Douglas
Visiting
econom-tealcorder.
riage, then what do you call
InHtallmenta on 'moat everything" dozen! I'll be able to buy everything,
Automobiles (or Hire
Invited. P. D.
are
era
According
cordially
Sammy!"
for
cardand
mother
Mandy caught up a scrap of bent
Exalted Hulor; D. W. Condon,
o her custom she began making swirt
board, which had allpped from amongst
LA VESA! CHAPTER No. t, RQYAL
duo
of paper,
,
Secretary,
HAND SHE USES MOST.
tha papers, discovered that it waa a figures on a scrap
Kwcwaf convocaARCH MAftON
rrosaed out Items and replaced tnem
picture of heriself, which had
each
In
tha
Arat
tloei
a list,
Moikday
to the attack of aom Infant with others, until she had
L. O. 0.. MOOSE Meets first and,
P. MACKEL
Iteaoalo Tatar
mmtia
smoiftit of which tallied with the lace
"
'A
vialtor. She bean to scribble.'
t
third Thursday evening each month
FAINTINC.
M.
check.
m.
SIGN
AND
of
B,
HOUSE
at T:0
the amazing
pi,
Installment, I've got to pay:
at
W, O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
racing
crlea,
1
mother!" Mandy
O.
Harowood Finishing, Paper Had fin
Winama,
P.;
""
PaUwr'a coffin
n
r1, V
.
mother lay,
Invited.
her
Dr. H. W. Houf,
where
room
the
cordially
Into
and OlMlBg.
lM
Blood, feeretary.
Doctor's bill
witn many
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN f.
Dictator; J. Thornhlll, Secretary.
1.00 popped In a big chair
Ditto on ahoea for Sammy
Estlmatee Cheerfully Given.
aillows. "Bee! My cneen, my
. Old Town Ditto oa wine for ma
8S
Pinai ,
RANSPOKO CHAPTXH NO.
O. E.
and my 1IhU"
1
3hlnglea for leak
ATTOltNKVM
--Mwm ftrat mi tkMi
Mrz. Harrison smiled at the girl
In
m,Uya
...100
Putting same on
Maaroba TtnpU, Km T. B. IKwen,
bright chatter, took the check limply,
HUNK6R A HUNKER
aised herself a little, read the tettee
WANTED Plain sowing. 1017 Tilden
Wortfey Matrot; Jamas O. Rtttledge
$8.00
Geo. H Hunker
nd sat upright, then she caught tha
Chester A Hunt.
avenuo.
Worthy
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Vttrea;
Oeorge Trlp,
"Dfcar. dear!" aha alghed. "The eggs aemorandum Mandy had prepared:
Law.
Attorneys
Tbm Mala
Secretwry.
t, 120
nmtib Bicycle aao will only net enough to pay those "Hut daughter!" she prolested, wiptec an4
vi
Las Vejraa,
Graad
oven if I get
Menae.
wan
A
thing
cent
isn't
single
fow
a
over,
customers
not
j kij
for pure
her eyes, "there
thing,
ing
Oeirai Repairs
not
to
get
and
llkely'a
cents for them,
milk from the Valley
for yourself you've Just got
Dairy; 12
E. Las Vejras twenty
S20-6tStreet
thev won't fetch more than eignteeu
ome things for yourself!"
for fl; 12 pints fo- - 60c. Cash FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
quarts
I.CCAL TIKE CARD
the
seats a dozen." Mandy atared at
"I will," replied Mandy promptly,
10
when milk la dollvored. Telephone
Meeta every MonAay night at
1
the
to
up
llHt bofore her. but the items remained
buy
I'm
time.
going
'next
0. R. C. Hall, OB EwugLaa aveuna, at
orders to J. II. Stearns grocery.
se- mem
CAST ROUND
3xed, not one vanished under her
neighborhood eggs, and sell
Automobile, Carriage &
beo"eloJL
it
take
bondholder
are Arrive
It,
take
VMttng nemh
rere scrutiny. "Well,
'ancy; I'll be a bloated
turnW'ANTKD-Tribbons
then
O
rent or buy medium
oordlally weltoasa. S. fit, Gehrlsg, No.
ill you old figurea you!"
fore long, and you'll see the
:16 p
lu 0 in . .
on the md
houso. Apply 620 Grand avenue, prealdeat; J. T. BuWer, aecretary;
I'll buy myolf, but you re
ing the card ehe began writing
N. 0. HERMAN
things
.
4
II :lfl
of,
No,
y
and a few
hammock
ither nd of It. ThlliKa I want:
a
IL
Q,
to
have
Baily, treuuw.
rolng
Grace Isn't Myrtle the lucky girl
5 a. m
No. 8. ,
to
Ave
l. a
I want a new dimity dress with pink
429
hltigs you need before I begin
Girl for general house
wanted
though?
' p. m
mother
t 10 s
No. 10
in
kissed
it.
ber
'ose buda
Mandy
beautiful
work.
a
ahe'a
, Helen
got
Yes,
Apply J118 Eighth street.
MODERN WOODMEN OP AMERIC
I want a big ribbon for my hair.
"It'll be Just Leaven to
engagement ring.
Meet la the forest of brother
I want a pair of stockings, absolute'
around
again.
you
EST ROU'.u
lave
Grace Yes, and wbat'e more, sbe'l
afterlove at Woodmen of the
y whole.
Macdy drova Into town t'Mt
Wor
NO. I. .. , l:2C p. m,.
1.46 v.
,
lefthanded.
Cstlss
A pair of purapa with bign Deem.
noon, spending her money happily,
hail, oa the second and fourth
a. mi...
No. I
id
i;lt P
the
when
tears
A piece of chiffon to fix my old bat.
NEWLY KEMODKLED
shed
bough she did
cf each month at 8 p. m. C. CV No. 7
4 :M p
.4:40 p. m
EYES OPENED.
I want Jira Patterson to come back, doctor refused further payment for
Lavatories
uk
aod
horse
Balhs
and
Private
tSAusuow, family
vu No.
Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk
7:e a
d:3 p. m. .
ghe wrote furiouly, punctuating nla services.
t'Uggy. House for rent furnished
lug neighbors are especially v
mm
Is so good," she mur
Sua. a Heat Private Telephones sach item with a deceive period at tha
" "" "
or
812
unfumlshod.
street.
Elglith
the main
come and cordially invited
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Rates f 2.50 per day and up
md, iadulglog herself Just once la her- mured, as aha started down
sare life the luxury of mute espres- rtreet towards home. She. was halted
AMEUICAX PLAN
In the District Court, County of San
BALE
Good
roil
three
Jack;
years
afher
by the railroad tracks, the evening
E. ROtENWALD LODQE NO. &4t.
Itatea toy Week or MbbIIi ilon. She paused wavea
Miguel, September 11, 1912.
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
of her dark passenger train having rolled in.
Rushed to the heavy
'
I.
O. of B,
V
every Oral Facundo Herrera
,
Shlliinglaw, Investment and Agon
m'.r, gava tha carhoard a vicious twist Mandy always Hkel to waicu teTuesday of the month in the featb
No. 7438
vs.
and flung it aside, rrain and the people who traveled up
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Health
Strength
Energy

THE MARKET IS

sip

INDICATIONS
ARE THAT BUSINESS ACTIVITIES WILL
INCREASE.
New

a

t.t

York, Oct.
have hnd
another week of improved mulortoiifl
In the stock market. Prices for active
shares now show a satisfactory ad
vance compared with previous low
prices, and the reaction which Iteaan
Wednesday though Induced by tempo
rary stringency In call money was no
surprise. The money market Is now
an important' factor In stoeK market
operations. Mercantile demands are
becoming more and more insistent.
Earlier prognostications as to an. active fall trade are nowVfeeinir fulfilled.
In all parts of the country business is
TSE WOSID'S GREATEST MEDICINE
becoming daily more and more active,
A druirtisla,
The railroads are overtaxed in bringjroc.ni and
jhf
St.OOi Urge bottlo.
ing present crops to market, and it
l! tutfj Mill Whltky Co.
will be some weeks before present
congestion ia overcome. The arrivals
of grain at some of the interior points
are beyond all precedent. As yet close the
calendar
with much
cotton and corn have hardly begun to better balance sheets year
than a year ago.
move, these crops being the last to Labor is well
employed, there being
ripen. Thus far there has been little an assured demand for willing hands
injury of consequence to either of in almost every line of
employment
these crops, which ot course means a at good wages. In
short, business
heavy movement later on. One of the conditions from the Atlantic to the
most encouraging features Is the sat- Pacific are
eminently sound and sat-

V OK

Duffy's Purcr
I
Oslt Whiskey i

I

I

S?

isfactory increases in gross earnings
reported for August by many prominent systems. September and October returns are sure" to be even more
satisfactory. Our great industrial establishments are running on full time,
particularly the steel industry, and
many of these concerns are likely to

tation.
Political scares are possible
between now and election day, but the
disposition to ignore the politician is
more pronounced today than at any
time In the last two years. Hysteria
at present beloiigs exclusively to the
politician. The average man has been
thinking. lie has about decided for
whom, he will vote next November and
t
now wishes to be let alone and
to work.
The American railroad situation is
gradually brightening. For-- long per
iod the railroad section ot the stock
market has been enshrouded in doubt.
In all probability the arbitration board
which has been considering the demands of the engineers will grant the
latter some concessions
Whether or
not the Interstate commerce commission at Washington will allow) the
roads to compensate themselves for
these losses by some advances in
rates is not yet made public. The
claims of the railroads in this respect

isfactory. Political conditions are
also improving. Discontent Is disappearing, largely owing to the more
satisfactory state of commerce and industry. The wide and insistent calls
of the politicians who wish to be in
the limelight are. happily losing their
effect, the public being weary of agi

are strongly entitled to consideration,
because everything they purchase has
risen in cost, while the only thing
they have to sell, transportation, remains practically unchanged In price,
and requests for advances have been
repeatedly denied. This policy on the
part of the interstate commission is
neither sound, business nor sound poli
tics. Such a policy if persisted In
would in time inevitably lead to bankruptcy, should it happen that the
roads were unable to recoup themselves by an increase of traffic. Business conditions just now are exceptionally favorable; otherwise many of
the roads, particularly those in the
weaker class, would have been involved in financial difficulties.
If the
roads were owned by the government,
rates would certainly have been advanced long ago to compensate for
the concessions already made to labor, and there Is no reason why the
roads should be treated less favorably
simply because they are operated as
private enterprises. But quite apart

)2

Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the period ot child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so Ions
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that it Is in no sense an experiment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. It is for
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon in
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender
ness and soreness, and perfectly pre
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a com
fort and benefit
mj,
to any woman in CTfTAlnTA
need of such a
remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.
BKADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlute, G.
looks.

vMA0jtt)

from the justice or injustice of the
present attitude of the government is
the future of American railroads upon
which the development of the entire
country so absolutely depends. If the
transportation systems of the country
are to be starved anu their natural development retarded, industry and
commerce will correspondingly suffer.
Such a result with all its accompanying derangement and discontent is inevitable if the necessary development of transportation is denied. At
present the railroad facilities of the
country are in many respects notoriously inadequate, and the demands

1,

1912.

for transportation are fast pressing
ahead of the abilities of the roads to
meet them. With great trunk lines
we are comparatively well supplied,
but the Intermediate net work is still
far from complete, and vast sums are
needed for Improvement Of terminal
facilities and for general reconstruction purposes. What has been done
In New York by the great lines terminating there- must be done on simi
lar scale in many other cities. Branch
lines must also be built, smaller systems must be connected up and sinNot
gle lines must be double-trackelong ago one of the leading railroad
managers startled the world by saying that the United States would require $1,000,000,000 a year for five
As a matter of fact, this
years.
amount has already been much exceeded, and now comes another manager who asserts that American railroads will require $1,500,000,000 annually for the next eight years. But
bow are the railroads to raise these
vast sums if not permitted to earn a
fair return on the 'new capital Under existing conditions the roads can
only raise new capital by short term
notes or bonds paying relatively high
rates of Interest. This means an un
wonted increase in fixed charges. Lit
tle capital can be raised by stock Issues for the reason that investors will
not take stocks whose ability to earn
fair returns is doubtful. That there
Is plenty of money to invest is shown
by the avidity with which subscrip
tions are taken for the many new In
dustrial enterprises which offer much
better results than the railroads. Pub
lic utilities such as gas, electric, city
railroad and other public service corporations under the regulation of
state commissions are also In good demand, for the reason that where justice and fair dealing rule. In government supervision such investments
are actually preferred by investors on
the theory that they are immune from
malicious political attack. But the

HIS TROUBLE
NOT OF HEART
Res!

Facts In Regard To F. R.
Relief Obtained By Curing Kir
Stomach Ailment.

Mlmtis Illness,
Waynesvi!ie,N.

C.Mr.

F. R. Huffman,

of this city, say : " 1 suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,

tnd

tried various medicines in vain.
After other remedies had failed, Tlied-for- d
s
restored me to
health. I would not feel safe without
in the house. I considei
it worth its weight in gold.
It cured my Indigestion, and by thij
means I was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Oood health depends on the condition
ot your digestion. Poor digestion and
good health do not go together.
Black-Draugh- t4

Black-Draug-

ht

Thedford's

Black-Draug-

will

ht

thoroughly cleanse and set in order youi
digestive system.
- It has done
this for others, during the
past 70 years, and is today the mosl
popular Vegetable liver remedy on
Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c

the country's railroad facilities. If
within a few years the latter are
found inadequate, the interstate commerce commission must be held responsible and not the railroads The
latter may have been guilty of zome
abuses In the past, but it is not the
part of the I. C. C. to punish the
roads, nor to act with prejudice, nor
to pander to political opinion by hampering the railroads. Whatever tho
Jatter's misdeeds, the benefits they
iiave done the country- vastly outweigh;
all harm, and it is high time the government awoke to the necessity of
treating the roads with intelligence
and liberality. As a matter of fact
business interests will be hurt vastly
more than railroad investors by any
stoppage of railroad development.
The prospects are ultlmatelly for a
more active and higher market Unfavorable political developments may
of course precipitate a reaction, but
should the election prove satisfactory
to business interests it will have a
decidedly stimulating effect. There is
no occasion for anxiety in the money
market. Firm rates are the result of
commercial deheavy legitimate
mands. They are not to be due t
either distrust or overspeculation.
High rates therefore cannot materially
hurt the stock market. They will only
defer activity,, which will be resumed
when funds are released from crop
and trade requirements. Tight money
could force little liquidation, because
relatively few stocks are being carried on borrowed money. In case of
stringency we can import gold more
freely, for liberal shipments of grain
and cotton will insure further arrivals. Nearly $5,000,000 gold has been
engaged and more will follow. If immediate assistance is needed tha
treasury is in a position to put out
$40,000,000 with the western banks
whenever needed. Not since the panic of, 1907 has the general outlook;
been so sound and satisfactory as it

railroads ot the country can get no
such treatment. The Interstate commerce commission persists in its policy of refusing the roads any advance
in rates, in spite of the fact that every other line of business In the
country is compensating itself for increased expenses by securing better
prices for Its services. The present
policy of the commissioners is unjust
and injurious in the extreme. It Is
obliging the railroads to pile up fixed
charges at a rate which if continued
mean certain embarrassment, and Is
choking the natural development of is today.
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.Take a Cascaret tonight and thor- ouglily cleanse your IJver, Stomachs
anu Bowels, and you will surely teel
griat by morning. You men and woe,
men who have headache, coated
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous
and upset, bothered with a sick, gas
sy, disordered stomach, or have backache and feel all worn out
Are you keeping your bowela dealt
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ur i iw. always aiive
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rangements with the Associated Press to furnish complete reports of the World's Champion1

"CASCARETS"
PATED.

.

Gently Clean Your Liver and Constipated Bowels While
You Sleep.
,

1

i

HENRY CREWS- -

a.

with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
Important.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove tha
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; taki the excess bile
from the liver and carry off the constipated waste matter and poison
from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning.- - A
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. JJon t
forget the children.
INSPECT LOUISIANA MINES.

Lake Charles," La., Oct. 1. Many
renown are
chemists of world-widnow in Louisiana, fresh from their international convention at Washington,
and will spend tomorrow at the sulphur mines near this city. These
mines produce the sulphur of the
United States, and so extensive are-thdeposits that it is said the entire
The exist
world could he supplied.
ence of the sulphur bed was discov
ered some twenty years ago, during
exploration for oil, but no successful
e

ship Baseball Series. Every play, every inning and the complete box score of each game will be
published daily during the series, and the lover of baseball here in Las Vegas will be able to read
on the same afternoon of the game a full account of how the Red Sox trimmed the Giants and vice
versa. The games in Boston and New York will start at 2 o'clock each afternoon, which in Las

method of mining It was disocv.ered

Vegas will be 12 o'clock noon, thereby enabling The Optic to get complete returns direct from the ball
fields over the Associated Press special leased wire. The Series begins Tuesday, October 8.
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H. M. Heatty, Ltttle
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F1AIN

Red Cross Drug Co.
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Rock,

"For the past two years I suffered with kidney trouble had severe
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to mo
at times. I used sevieral well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief until I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say mada me a sound
and well man." O. G. Schaefer ami
says:

I

!

un-

til ten years ago. The sulphur Ilea
400 feet underground and is covered
The minby 200 feet of quicksand.
ing is now conducted by a patented
process, which consists of melting tha
sulphur underground by forcing superheated steam and hot water Into tha
bed and raising the melted sulphur
to the surface oy means of compressed air. After the sulphur cools off
at the surface it hardens and is broken up into blocks for shipment.

II

F. A. Wooteey, a brakeman at Jack
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all tho time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle I was better, and when I had taken two more I was thoroughly cured.-O- .
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.
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See Vail Petten for Insurance.

Pay Cash and You Will Pay a Great Deal Less

BUY A COUPON BOOK

Light automobile lamps

at

and not only save 2 per cent, which means 24 per cent per Annum, but you save also from 10 per cent or more, on nearly
everything for your table. Money back on demand for all unused Coupons.
t

.as Vegaa thla morning en route from
Los Angeles to New York (ity.

prices backed to piece
day and Wednesday only.

The Rangefwith a Reputation

Finch's Golden Wedding are. aged
la the wood. Direct front distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course

12 lbs

?

$21.95

FUEL SAVER

the White Kitchen for good
home cooking; best service and clean
liness.
Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meals 25 cents! '

Absolutely

$27.85

dependable

every day.'year in year out.
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,
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P
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J. H. STEARNS,

THE L 5Y5TE

Tues-

Easy Payments

hotel, which, when
completed, will
make the Plaza hotel' one of the most
modern and
hotels in the

For Fall and Winter. This line

Buffet,

English

$29.50.

Fumed oak,

it designed especially
$35

a

extra large early
English Buffet, very massive.

$33.65

for a $42.50 Golden Oak Colo
nial.'' Buffet of highest grade.

for

tailored

I

tbe

neck-hu- g

of the Collar, the perfect fitting
Back and the free and easy

$39.60

drape of the Trousers are

in-

dividual points fourid io this
make of clothes that give to
them, a distinctive personality

1

."
Late yesterday afternoon there was
Bridie Street
a gasoline explosion at the Lobby res
taurant. An employe while, tilling me)
gasoline tank attached to a coffee
Regular dance at F. B. Hall tonight,
heater gave the tank too much "gas"
and She overflowing gasoline was In50 people to eat those fine
Wanted
stantly Ignited from the flame beneaih
Bismark. Another ship
at
the
oysters
the heater. Fortunately nobody was
ment Just In.
burnt and the damage done was

the Hand

shoulders,

worked Lapels,

All of above came with our recent
big car of furniture.

Ludwig Win. Ilfeld

for young

men. The well rounded hand

$37.50 Buffet of

$29.95

PHONE MAIN 379

state.

4f

CLOTIIII

new Mission design.

V

that you can best appreciate

when you try them on.

i

;

JD

.

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y. M.

C

GREENBERGER

A.

The volunteer re
Yes, Thanks!
Forbes, the father of Mrs. Fred gent is still
his duties in
performing
to be cmlte III and
Now that the leaves are falling and Nolette, is reported
an "able and efficient manner."
Is confined to his bed at Mr Nolette's
the grass is drying up, Mayor Taupert
residence.
Last month was a busy one for Dan
earnestly requests that all property
owners see to It that the dead leaves
He led 28 happy couples to
Cupid.
As an Idea of what it costs the
and dry grass be' cleaned up often
the court house and Induced them to
hides
on
the
around their respective properties. An county to pay bounties
As Sep
that purchase marriage licenses.
accumulation of dead grass and leaves of wild animals It may be stated
tember had but 30 days, five of which
were
laat month applications
were Sundays, the license clerk Issued
against aboard fence is a danger to during
received for $86 from the bounty on
an average of more than one li
property because of fire and Is also
as unsightly about one's premises as fund.
cense a day. One marriage each day
is any other rubbish.
In a county the size of San Miguel is
Joseph Eminent was arrested last a
pretty good record.
Officer H. T. Newby
CWef of Police Ben Coles arrested night by Special
for trespassing on Santa Fe railroad
Emllto Gonzales yesterday on the
The first marriage license to be is
property. He was brought before sued this month in San
of
Albino
who
claims
Ortiz,
complaint
Miguel ooun
D. R. Murray
in the police
that on Saturday evening Gonzales Judge
was applied for this morning. Ma
ty
started to mix things up with Mm at court this morning, and, after paying rina Alirez and Domingo Abeyta,
court.
a dance and finally landed too heavi- the costs, was discharged by the
aged respectively 19 and 28 and resi
Gonzato
Ortiz.
with
his
fists
suit
of Canonclto, where the young
ly
dents
Thje deer hunting' season
opened
les pleaded gmilty to Judge D. R. Mur
people made happy. A license to wed
until
will
this
and
continue
(morning
was isued last evening to Celestlna
ray and was fined $5 and costs.
15. R. R. I.arkln as usual
Friends of Gonzales have guaranteed November
of Las Vegas, and
to Gonzales, aged 44,
to pay his fine and costs so the court was the first New Mexico hunter
B. Romero, aged 30, of La
Sostenes
horsehit the trail. He started out on
;
set him at liberty.
back this morning, refusing to state Jara.
The Elks' entertainment committee his destination but saying he expectTomorrow morning in the Church
has completed its arrangements for ed to bring back a deer.
of Our Lady of Sorrows will occur
the dance to be he held Thursday
the marriage of Miss Estella Romero,
Pedro Delgado, the new assistant
evening of this week at the Elks'
daughter of Mr. Canuto Romero of
home. The dance will commence at steward at the New Mexico Hospital Las Vegas, and Pablo Martinez, son
9 p. m. and right from the start the for the Insane, has arrived here from of DIonlcio Martinez, of
Cimarron.
committee will do its best to give Trinidad, where he has been residing The young people are both well known
hi&
In northern New Mexico, coming from
everybody a good time and as the for some time, and has begun
dance is to be an informal one it is new duties. It is understood that the prominent and respected native fam
certain that every Elk and his lady board of trustees of the asylum will ilies. A large number of the friends
who attend will be assured of a pleas- assign to Mr. Delgado,, the duties of of the bride and groom have been inant evening. Mrs. Simlson will fur- clerk as well as assistant steward.
vited to' the wedding.
nish the music for the dance.
Caryihg too heavy a load for even
Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourborthe Santa Fe railroad 1300 engines to at the Opera Bar.
haul, James A. Kelly was arrested last
-evening by Special Officer S. O. Nor-ri- s
and before Judge D. R. Murray
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
this morning pleaded guilty to the
charge of drunkenness. Kelly, after FOUND Baby's bonnet on Sixth St.
payingl a fine of $5 and costs, went
Owner nme by cailng at
on his way a "sadder but wiser" man.
and paying for this noti'3?.
Optic
If you do would you not
For the benefit of all automobile
enjoy escaping the hard work
owners The Optic will pubish eacn
and bother? You can and
day at the top of the local news
on page elg'it the time to light
at little cost by sending it
auto lamps. During the 'pret week
A
to us to do. We will wash it
several automobiles ha"o been seen
about town after dark wiiHut light;-quicker and better than you
which is not only a da'.gcr to tiie
driver of the machine nut also to pecan, starch it just as you like
destrians who have occasion to cress
it, dry it; and if you want us
the streets. City ordinance No. 349,
"All auto iftmps
Section 6, status:
to iron "all the flat pieces or
must be lighted 45 minutes after stn- Vacuum
Process for the
the whole washing as you
set and thereafter until daylight and
Treatment of Coffee, mechaniceach automobile is also requir?
to
prefer. You will find our pri- ally purifying and cleansing the
have at least three lamps lighted, two
I ces within your reach.
coffe bean, rendering powerless
in front and one In the raar.'" This
ordinance Is as common In every large
the properties considering banecity aW town of the United States
ful to persons of extreme ner
as is the "keeping to the right" or
vous temperament, producing
dinance and for tbe good of the com
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
munity all automobile owners In Las
!
tremblings, headaches, irrltab.
Vegas are requested to watch the local column In The Optic and have
Ility, indigestion, etc.
617 Douglat Are
Phone Main 81
their lamps lighted at the time stated
Vacuum Treated Coffee has
every evening.
been proven by rigid tests. You
can drink it without the return
of the usual ill effects.
slight.

20 Pounds For

For

for a Golden Oak Colonial
Buffet, very clasey.

$28.85 for

:

H H

for an early

worth

Go to

I
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LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

PERFECT BAKER

steam heating system throughout the

N. B. We are Selling, Extra Fancy Colorado Potatoes
for a Quarter.
T

J

A good time to buy one right now,
while the stock W complete and the

The excavation for the steam heat
ing plant at the Plaza hotel has been
completed and work has been com
menced on the Installing of a modern

TIIL CASH CitSDEH

ri

6:25

o'clock thlB evening.

Four motorcyclists passed through

For $5.00, $10.00, $15.00 or $20.00

We Now Have a Complete

A.

here

r

1W

IT is-- k.
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your rough, soft wood floors the appearance of the finest oak ones, do away with
unsanitary carpets, lighten housework,
make a beautiful wainscoting. In fact
change an old house into a new one and
yet be within easy reach of everybody's
pocketbook.
Think of it a perfect imitation of
oak, made of matiirmls as duniblo aa
iron and put up in rolls at a moderate
price.

i,l

m

-

fi

Ik riiHJ i lum
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Is made of an indestructible felt base beautifully colored and grained by a special process, made possible by a
recent discovery. It is protected with a triple coating of
varnish which
the brunt of the wear.
rjceives
te
Flooring is easy to keep clean,

Xyv l
'

-

i

Gal-va-ni-

and will not crack, peel or blister. Is absolutely
vermin-proo- f,
odorless and sanitary.
Makes warm floors in winter and smaller fuel

damp-proo-

'

f,

bills.
Put up in rolls 38 inches wide sold by the
,
yard. Call and get samples and a beautifully

fx

illustrated booklet.

FOR SALE Br

'j. c.iimmsEts & boh
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
Flour
EMPRESS
CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALSB. &13.00
and otur
We purchased several carload! of this beautiful dlaner-warenabled tbe manufacturer to Rive as an exclusive deBlKD
large apurchase
of tbe cost to "advertising
and
very low price. We are charging
part
only ask you to pay a pt'rcentaire of the actual cost of the
expense."la and
of a beautiful 'Couioa design uad cannot be duplicated in
set. It
Quality for less than !4 In any retail china store. It js guaranteed by both
Cue manufacturer and ourselves.
Flour. Send us five
There Is a coupon In every sack
teoupons and $3.yo in caab, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
end you one of these beautiful sets by freiKUt. Address coupons and
the
Larabee
Flour Mills Company,
to The China Department of
address plainly.
Kansas. Be sure to write your name-anliuthtnson,
The coupons in LAKABHE'8 Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware
end other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.
tf
GERMEMPRESS, you know, Is that'"Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI

LL&o Flour that makes Baking

a Delight

ALL GROCERS
Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Alia tea of tie

Bast of Everything Eolalila

WE HAVE.
Fresh Squash, Celery. Caxiliflour.

Man-

goes, Green Chili, Pickling Onions, Tomatoes, Sweet Potatoes, Quinces a.nd

Fraits

of All Kinds

Wash at
Home?

THE SliPERSOEITY OF "OLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR

r--

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local com
petitors unable to sell (heir own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Oid Homestead."

Cji-um- n

Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowIedjiient of
its superiority and selling qualities.

DISCOVERY

LOrder "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.

,

WORTH WHILE

Las Vqjas Steam
Laundry

-

TULIPS, HYACINTHS AND
NARCISSI

J Price in

507 Sixth

Strict

SEEDSMEN

&

a SON

Its Exclusivei Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

'

-

!'

C. D. BOUCHER
Pliant Vegas I2t

Tbe Coffee Man

FLORIST- SS3

'):
v

;

.

Jefferson Raynolds President
Ha!.ett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

.

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

A BED NOW

ERRY ONION

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
N

lib. Cans

Must be planted this month to bloom next spring

ORDER.
THE GRAAF & HAYVAUD CO. STORE

BEr.iOriSTOATEO AGAIt

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodaiion Within the Scope of Good Bankinrj,

Interest PslJ on

Tim

Depastis

